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U

pstream translation initiation sites (uAUGs) and open reading frames (uORFs) are post transcriptional regulatory elements
found in eukaryotic species, including fungi, plants and mammals. Functional uAUGs initiate translation within the
5 untranslated region (5’ UTR), and block a fraction of ribosomes to access the downstream cAUG of the coding region (CDS).
Thus, they partially repress translation of the CDS to ensure CDS-encoded proteins do not exceed optimal levels. In addition to their
role as translational repressors, some uAUGs initiate translation of short peptides (micropeptides).Innovations in computing,
transcriptomics and proteomics have uncovered several uORF-encoded micropeptides. Many of these micropeptides exhibit
significant selective constraint in their sequence, suggesting their functional relevance. Indeed, fora few uORF-micropeptides the
cellular localization and specific cis- or trans -mediated roleshave been identified, that are different from the role of the downstream
CDS-encoded protein. Upstream AUGs/uORFs can be either physiological orintroduced by single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP)
associated with human diseases. While translation of micropeptides from physiological uORFs has been well demonstrated, only
three studies have examined translation of microproteins from SNP-introduced uORFs. Overall, the biological relevance of SNP
introduced uORFs has been neglected. Lack of knowledge of the biological relevance of SNP introduced uATGs/uORFsmicropeptides prevents the development of related therapeutics.
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